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Abstract
China's electric power construction is renewing Increasingly, and the network is complex and changeable
where the automation is getting higher. In this paper, Fuzzy evaluation system is established according to
fault tree, and the estimation of transformer’s state is judged by analytic hierarchy process. Bayesdiscriminant and discriminant formula are used to discriminate transformer’s attributes, which are based on
historical data. The machine identification of transformer faults combines the fuzzy evaluation and Bayesdiscriminant. It’s accuracy can be improved by correcting parameters. This method can effectively avoid
subjective interference caused by artificial weights. The example shows that this method could be applied to
judge health status of electric power equipment and this method can play an early-warning role in the
operation of monitoring system.
Keywords: Oil-immersed power transformer; fault tree analysis; Fuzzy-evaluation system; Bayes-discriminant;
Health -operation

1. INTRODUCTION
China’s State Grid Corporation revised the
technical standards for power grid equipment
maintenance and repair, collected and compiled a
number of technical standards since 2008, which
included the technical standards for maintenance of
AC transmission and transformation equipment,
high voltage DC power state maintenance technical
standards, technical standards for condition
maintenance of distribution network equipment and
monitoring technology of power equipment
condition. These standards provide a reference
guarantee for the company's system to fully
implement state maintenance. This paper focuses
on the overhaul research of 35kV oil-immersed
transformer, and establishes a fuzzy evaluation
system based on fault tree analysis, and uses
Bayesian discriminant method to improve it’s
accuracy.
Traditional evaluation methods such as Fuzzy
Comprehensive Evaluation rely on a large amount
of historical experience and subjective factors [1].
This paper improved the main defects of the
Bayesian method. The Bayesian discriminant
method and the fuzzy evaluation method are used to
test the results. The results are compared with
historical data target, then the revised opinions and
methods are proposed.
Compared with the fuzzy evaluation method,
Bayesian discrimination relies on fewer artificial
weight factors, which reduces the subjectivity of the
emergency evaluation results. Secondly, the expert

database plays a role in the rapid assessment of the
dispatcher's decision-making, and replaces the
traditional evaluation with more objective machine
discrimination, which is of great significance in the
power grid disaster early warning decision.
The research on power equipment and fault
assessment methods at home and abroad has grown
vigorously in the past 20 years, and has formed a
scientific and rigorous theoretical basis. Literature
[2]
summarizes
the
shortcomings
of
GAMIT/GLOBK, normalized root mean square,
and proposes to manually correct the calculation
error, otherwise the calculation result is too large.
The author selects five parameters
as a
discriminating factor, and establishes a Bayesian
prediction classification model for the solution. The
experimental results show that the Bayesian
discriminant model has good predictability. The
literature [3] can not describe the dynamic logic
relationship problem for the traditional fault tree,
and proposes Dynamic logic such as functionrelated gates and the priority gate method. It
provides ideas for the establishment of power
transformer fault trees. The literature [4-5] explains
the different sources of analysis information for
equipment fault diagnosis, and how the collected
data can be used to determine the state of the
equipment. The processing is analyzed and has
reference significance for power transformer fault
diagnosis. Support vector machine [6], Fuzzy matrix
[7]
, the attribute selection algorithm and KNN
network [8] are also used for fault diagnosis.
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In this paper, the fault states of each component
are classified, and the different states of each index
are weighted to form a risk weight assessment. At
the same time, the synergy of Bayesian network
discriminant and fuzzy evaluation methods has
important guiding significance for predicting the
health status of transformers.
2. OIL-IMMERSED TRANSFORMER
CHARACTERIZATION ACQUISITION
AND EVALUATION METHOD
2.1. Related information volume
The characterization of transformer status
assessment is divided into oil chromatographic
index, operation of electrical test accessories, and
test results of insulating oil. By measuring the
dissolved gas chromatogram of the transformer,
you can understand the degree of insulation
degradation and forecast the remaining life of the
transformer. The actual measurement shows that
this classic detection method can help the
maintenance workers to check the obvious faults
inside the transformer and the danger of latent.
The oil acts as insulation and heat dissipation
inside the large transformer. When equipment
components are aging or damaged, the oil will
produce different contents of low molecular
hydrocarbons and impurity gases such as hydrogen.
The main dissolved gas is the composition of
nitrogen and oxygen. By the change in the content
of the inclusion gas generated by the oil, we can
determine the health of the transformer.
A way of judging the inferiority of the
transformer oil and gas and indirectly judging
whether the transformer is aging is to calculate the
absolute gas production rate and the relative gas
production rate in the transformer. The calculation
formula is as follows:
(1)
v0  (c1  c0 ) y /( t  s)

v1  (c1  c0 ) /(c0t ) 100%

(2)

In the formula, the symbol of acetylene is c0 ,
and the symbol of total hydrocarbon is c1 ,

t indicate the sampling process time, y indicate

the total internal oil amount of the transformer,
s indicate the oil density, the absolute gas
production rate is v0 , and the relative gas
production rate is v1 . The maximum value of the
rate is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Production rate of gas
Gas

Relative

absolute

TH
CO

0.6
0.5

36
30

The max content of several gases are shown in
Table 2, they cannot exceed the specified value.

Table 2.Max content of dissolved
gases in power transformer
Content/(

Gas

uL  L1 )

220kV
150
5
150

TH
Acetylene
Oxygen

330kV
150
1
150

The evaluation of the electrical test focuses on
the detection of factors such as the insulation
resistance of the core, the insulation resistance of
the winding, and the loss factor of the insulation of
the winding. The cooling device in the operating
state of the accessory directly affects the operating
temperature of the transformer, and the temperature
indirectly affects the performance and life of the
device. Therefore, the state of the casing, the
cooling device, the pressure release device and the
protection device need to be evaluated. In Table
3,the phase difference of Core inulation resistance
should not be greater than 1% of the three-phase
average, and the loss coefficient of other indexs is
not more than 0.8%.
Table 3.Indexes of electrical test
Index

Reason

Claim

Core inulation
resistance

Examine the conection
of winding insulation
and current
Winding insulation Judge the performance
resistance
of winding insulation

<1%

<0.8%
Winding insulation
dielectric loss

Judge the defects
in transformers

In Table 4, the status of an accessory depends on its
physical properties and chemical structure.
Table 4. Attachment operation
index
Casing

Operating status
Score:0~0.5
Deviation

Cooling device Severe noise,
more dirt
Pressure release Severe aging
device
Protective device Poor seal

Score:0.5~1
Accurate
Lower noise,
less dirt
Good contact
Well seal

The insulating oil ensures the normal operation
of the internal components of the transformer. If the
insulating oil is oxidized during the process of
contact with air, it will endanger the safe and stable
operation of the power transformer. Table 5 shows
every content’s max threshold, for volume
resistivity, dielectric loss coefficient is not greater
than 0.04.
This article uses a 1-point scoring method to
evaluate various indicators of power transformers.
The status division and early warning of power
transformers are shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Indexes of insulating oil test
Index

Reason

Oil medium Tested the aging of
content
solid insulation materials

Claim
<2.5mg/L

Volume Test the aging degree of the
resistivity transformer under the action of <0.04
the electric field
Interface
A measure of the withstand
pressure
voltage capability of insulating <35kV
oil

monoxide absolute gas production rate, core
insulation resistance, winding insulation resistance,
Winding insulation dielectric loss, bushing, cooling
device, pressure relief device, protection device, oil
medium content, volume resistivity and interface
gravity.
Thus, the oil immersed transformer operating
state can construct a state evaluation system as
shown in FIG1.
Target

Table 6. Statues and warnings of power
transformer
Statues

0~0.25
0.25~0.5
0.5~0.75
0.75~1

Normal
Attention
Abormal
Serious

Method

cycle

Uninterrupted Normal
Routine
Overdue
Local
Appropriate
Overall
Immediately

Half-ladder model includes Half-lift ladder model
and Half-step ladder model. When the value is
larger, the better, the state quantity adopts the Halflift ladder model, otherwise the Half-step ladder
model is used. In order to facilitate subsequent
calculations, the quantized data is subjected to
isotropic processing, that is, the quantized results
are all located in the interval [0,1], and the smaller
the value, the better the corresponding state and
running status.
The expression of the Half-lift ladder scoring
model is:

0 xa
0,

T (x)  (x  a) / (b  a), a  x  b
1,
xb


(3)

The expression of the Half-step ladder scoring
model is:

0 xa
1,

T (x)  (b x) / (b a), a  x  b
0,
xb


(4)

Among them, a, b are thresholds; m is a quantized
parameter value. According to the relevant
regulations and maintenance experience settings,
the revision of the threshold and parameter values
of each state quantity can be found in section 2.1.
2.2. Establishing a characterization system
This paper constructs a three-level system
including target indicators, first-level indicators and
second-level indicators. The operating status of
35kV oil-immersed transformers is taken as the
target index. The corresponding first-level
indicators can be divided into oil chromatographic
analysis, electrical test, accessory operation and
insulating oil test indicators. The four first-level
indicators correspond to 15 secondary indicators,
which are acetylene content, hydrogen content, total
hydrocarbon relative gas production rate, total
hydrocarbon absolute gas production rate, carbon

Primary indicator

Secondary indicators
Acetylene content

35kV Oil immersed transformer operating state

Score

5

Oil
Chromatographic
Analysis

Oxygen content
TH relative gas production rate
TH production rate
CO production rate
Core insulation resistance

Electrical test

Winding insulation resistance
Winding insulation dielectric loss

Casing

Attachment
operation status

Cooling device
Pressure release device
Protective device

Insulating oil test
index

Oil medium content
Volume resistivity
Interface pressure

Fig. 1. The state-evaluation system of 35kV
transformer

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF OILIMMERSED TRANSFORMERS
3.1. Fault Tree Analysis of Characterization
Information
The fault tree is a basic method for reliability
analysis methods, fault analysis and diagnosis [9-10].
The classical fault tree analysis uses the AND gate
or the OR gate to describe the static failure of the
traditional failure [11-12]. In the process of fault
analysis, the classical fault tree is used to collect
and analyze the equipment fault set. In the research
of this paper, the fault alarm source of transformer
abnormality warning comes from external
environment, device body and data transmission
body. The data transmission body relies on the dual
communication channels of the A manufacturer and
the standby B manufacturer. This paper focuses on
the correlation and reliability evaluation of the
primary and secondary indicators of the device
body. The fault tree analysis is shown in Figure 2.
3.2. Information Representation Based on Fuzzy
Comprehensive Evaluation
In the process of establishing fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation system, the appropriate
membership function is introduced, and the fuzzy
evaluation optimization model is established on this
basis. The structural evaluation factors, evaluation
criteria and affiliation relationship establishment
steps are distinct. According to the affiliation
relationship, this paper synthesizes different factor
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information and evaluates the membership level of
multi-dimensional information. The steps to
construct the model are as follows.

In the formula(8), the risk weight set is
normalized. In this paper, the prior probabilit
P  {P1, P2 ,  Pn } and the fuzzy relation matrix R
are combined to obtain the comprehensive
membership vector S of each indicator set.

Transformer warning system

n

External environment

Severe
working
conditions

Device

Oil
Chromatog
raphic
Analysis

Environment
interference

Electrical
test

S j   aij rij

Data transmission

Attachment
operation
status

Insulating
oil test
index

Primary
transmissio
n

Alternate
transmission

Interface pressure

Volume resistivity

Oil medium content

Pressure release device

Protective device

Casing

Cooling device

Winding insulation dielectric
loss

Winding insulation resistance

Core insulation resistance

CO production rate

TH production rate

TH relative gas production rate

Oxygen content

Acetylene content

Fig. 2. Fault-Tree of transformer’s Abnormal
Early-Warning

Step 1: Divide the target status level. According
to the operating state of the transformer, this paper
is divided into four evaluation levels, namely:
normal state, attention state, abnormal state, severe
state, recorded as:
(5)
V  {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 }
Step 2: Establish a representation set. According
to the different attributes of the fault, the n
indicators of the evaluation system constitute n
representative index sets, recorded as:
U  {1 , 2 , 3 ,..., n }
(6)
Step 3: Establish a fuzzy relationship matrix.
Firstly, based on the position of the standard
indicator i on the membership function continuous
function i on the hierarchical standard set, the
membership degree of each evaluation factor to the
four evaluation levels is obtained, and the
relationship between the two indicators is
established. Network establishment consistency
matrix to derive fuzzy relation matrix:

 r11
r
R   21
 ...

 rn1

r12
r22
...
rn 2

r13
r23
...
rn 3

r14 
r24 
... 

rn 4 

(7)

Step
4:
Determine
the
prior
probability P  {P1, P2 ,  Pn } and R multiplication
operation of the four evaluation levels
corresponding to each of the n indicators. The
correlation operation between the indicator prior
probability and the weight matrix obtains the
second-order weight n dimension vector A .

A  P  R  [s1, s2 , s3 , s4 ]

(9)

i 1

(8)

In the formula(9), the risk weight value of each
indicator is indicated S i , and “  ” is a fuzzy
operator, which is defined as multiplication and
addition, and aij is a medium element A .
Step 5: Each index is divided by the
membership function. There are many types of
membership functions. In this paper, the
intermediate trapezoidal distribution is selected, and
the expression is shown in equation (10).
0 xa
0,
(x  a) / (b  a),
a xb

(10)
T (x)  1,
bxc
(d  x) / (d  a),
cxd

xd
0,
Step 6: Finally, the subordinate discriminant
obtained by the upper layer is used for the result
discriminant formula (11) as follows:
 r11 r12 r13 r14 
r r
r
r 
Y  S  R  (s1 ,s 2 ,...,s n )  21 22 23 24   (11)
 ... ... ... ... 


 rn1 rn 2 rn 3 rn 4 
(y1 , y 2 , y3 , y 4 )

In the formula(11), the comprehensive
membership degree vector S obtained by the second
indicator layer is matrix-multiplied with the fuzzy
evaluation matrix R of the first-level index layer,
and
the
transformer
state
representation
Y  ( y1, y2 ,   yn ) is used to represent the probability
of occurrence of each state, and the state is obtained
according to the obtained state probability of the
representative quantity. Probability becomes the
guiding significance of judgment.
3.3. Classification of health state based on
Bayesian discriminant theory
A typical pattern recognition system consists
of two stages: feature extraction and pattern
classification. According to Bayesian theory, the
posterior probability is defined as:
k

P(Gi | x)  pi fi (x) ( p j f j (x))
j 1

(12)

In the formula, Bayesian discrimination is based on
p
a
population
with
dimensions:

{G1 ,G 2 ,...,G k } .The

probability density
function corresponding to each individual is:
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f1 (x), f 2 (x),..., f k (x) . The prior probability of
the population is: Pi (i  1, 2,..., k) .Gaussian

populations is equal, the Bayesian discrimination
is equivalent to the distance criterion.

variable

4. COLLABORATIVE DISCRIMINATION
METHOD

in

one
dimension
is:
X ~ N (  ,  ) .The probability density function
is given by formula(13):
fi (x)  exp[(x   )2 / 2 2 ] / 2 (13)
2

In the formula,  is covariance matrix of p  p .
The multidimensional probability density function
is formula (14):
fi (x)  exp[[(x   )T  1 (x   )] / 2] 
(14)
1/2
[(2 ) p /2 
]
The

loss

function

due

to

misjudgment

Based on the method of fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation and Bayesian discrimination, a power
transformer state discrimination and early warning
model was established. The judgment process of
this model is shown in Figure 3.
Transformer under test

Online sensor

is

Z  j | i  ,The average loss caused by misjudgment

Data processing

is formula (15):
k

T (i | x)  [ pi fi (x) Z ( j | i) /  q j f j (x)]
j i

j 1

Fault-Tree Fuzzy
Evaluation

(15)

Modify weight

Multidimensional space is X  (x1 , x 2 ,..., x p ) ,
as X ~ N ( ,  ) , 

It can be expressed

is a

p-

dimensional vector, (13) expresses the loss when
the i population sample is misjudged as the j
sample. The discrimination process is simplified
P(Gi | x) ,this also
to judge only the maximum of
takes into account the
minimum average loss.This
is equivalent to judging pi fi (x) , its discriminant
function:
yi ( x)  pi fi ( x);i  1, 2,..., k
(16)
In the formula, the criterion is: when x falls into

y j (x) ,and
Ri , then x  Gi , then yi (x)  max
1 j  k

x  Gi .According to formula (14) and
combining formula (16), formula (17) is
obtained:
yi ( x)  q exp[(x  i )T  i1 (x  i ) / 2] 
(17)
1/2
[(2 )1/2  i ]
The order criterion is:

Zi (x)  ln[(2 )  p /2 yi (x)]

(18)

It expands equation (18) into equation (19):

 / 2 x  x/ 2
i  1, 2,..., k
  / 2;

Zi ( x)  ln pi  ln
xT  i1 i  iT

T

i

1
i

1
i

Bayes-discriminant

(19)

i

When    1   2  ...   k , Since the second
and third terms of equation (19) are not related to
i, so equation (19) is simplified to equation (20):
Zi ( x)  ln pi  xT  i1 i  iT  i1 i / 2;
(20)
i  1, 2,..., k

In the formula, when k = 2, if q1  q2 and the
probability of misjudgment of the two

NO

Discrimination accuracy
rate>95%

Process’s logic
diagram

Fig. 3. BM Judgment

The specific evaluation steps of BM Judgment
are as follows:
1) Monitor the sample to be tested to obtain the
measured values of various indicators of the
power transformer.
2) The measurement results are initialized and
quantified according to the state evaluation
system.
3) The evaluation result of the sample set is
obtained based on the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation model of the transformer.
4) Based on the evaluation results of the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation model, the Bayesian
discriminant model is used to calculate the
correct rate of sample discrimination. If the
correct rate is higher than 95%, then the model
is output. If the correct rate is lower than 95%,
return to step 2 and update Index weight,
improve model evaluation model.
5) According to the diagnosis results, determine the
operating status of the power transformer and
propose early warning recommendations.
6) Go to the next system according to the result
from step 5.
The classical fuzzy evaluation method and
Bayesian discriminant method are used to verify the
results, and the prediction results are compared with
the historical data to make the correct rate reach
more correct, and then the evaluation system is
established. The judgment process of the
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collaborative evaluation system is shown in Figure
4 and can be divided into the following stages.
Oil immersed transformer
of substation

Sensor

BM
Judgement

FIF Model

Equipment
status

Equipment status

Modify weight

NO

NO

Is the result
consistent

Is the result
true

NO

Modify weight

result of the collaborative method with the
historical data to judge the correctness of the
experiment.
Taking 16 sample sets to calculate the
secondary indicators value and the evaluation
values of the first-level indicators. At this time,
according to the two-layer fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method [13-14], the weights of the four
first-level indicators are allocated as {0.25, 0.25.
0.25, 0.25}, the results are weighted and summed,
z as a comprehensive score, and the results are
shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Fuzzy evaluational results of father index

NO

Power grid dispatching center

Fig. 4. Process’s logic diagram

Operation steps of process’s logic diagram:
1) Establish the monitored transformer voltage level.
Different levels of transformer related
parameters have different measurement
standards.
2) Collect various types of information obtained by
the sensor, and use the fuzzy evaluation method
and Bayesian discrimination method to
discriminate the state of the transformer.
3) If the result is the same, go to step 4, otherwise
go to step 5.
4) According to the real data, if the result is the
same, go to step 6, otherwise go to step 5.
5) Perform weight modification on the fuzzy
evaluation method and modify the coefficient of
the Bayesian discriminant formula.
6) New sample can be used to conduct power
transformer state assessment through the
collaborative evaluation system, the evaluation
result can be used to assist the power grid
operation and maintenance personnel to handle.
5. CASE ANALYSIS
In this paper, the father and sub-index test data
of 35 oil-immersed transformers from 10
substations are used to construct system. The
transformer state is composed of normal, attention,
abnormal and severe states. The first-level index
consists of oil chromatographic analysis, electrical
test, accessory operation and insulating oil test
indicators. It is calculated by the method in Section
1.1 to establish the weights and probability of
occurrence of each abnormality. The two
intermediate quantities are multiplied to obtain ndimensional weights vector.
First of all, the correct rate of judgment results
needs to be improved. This paper needs to compare
the results of fuzzy evaluation methods and
Bayesian discrimination. Secondly, after the system
is built, it is necessary to systematically
discriminate the test set, and compare the judgment

Group

1

2

3

4

z

category

1

0.21

0.15

0.21

0.15

0.18

1

2
3
4

0.15
0.35
0.10

0.11
0.10
0.11

0.20
0.08
0.21

0.15
0.20
0.05

0.1525
0.1825
0.1175

1
1
1

5

0.18

0.21

0.05

0.17

0.1525

1

6

0.38

0.49

0.32

0.21

0.35

2

7

0.35

0.42

0.39

0.25

0.3525

2

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.51
0.52
0.73
0.54
0.56
0.73
0.72
0.83

0.21
0.28
0.75
0.62
0.73
0.80
0.85
0.76

0.43
0.47
0.89
0.65
0.63
0.69
0.87
0.70

0.48
0.52
0.95
0.73
0.74
0.73
0.85
0.90

0.4075
0.4475
0.83
0.635
0.665
0.735
0.8225
0.7975

2
2
4
3
3
3
4
4

16

0.94

0.70

0.82

0.73

0.7975

4

The comprehensive evaluation process of the
secondary indicators will not be described in detail.
Table 7 gives the primary indicator status values.
After weighting the primary indicator status values,
the resulting status values represent four different
states: normal (1), attention (2), abnormal (3),
severe (4). The severe state is equally divided into 4
data fields, and the data field is between 0 and 1. In
the research process of this paper, the secondary
indicator status value is used as the initial data of
Bayesian discriminant, and the initial data set is
corresponding to the transformer status value. The
data is trained to obtain the discriminant criterion,
and the discriminant essence is used to check the
health status of the device. According to the
training of 16 sets of data sets, the generated
Bayesian discriminant category distribution is
shown in Figure 5.
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f1  35.100 1  57.039 2  48.992 3
22.3354  14.022;
f 2  82.066 1  144.2702  126.9863
58.0654  80.841;

(21)

f3  123.007 1  270.6632  208.7723
126.9694  250.781;
f 4  154.7311  308.657 2  255.6393

Fig. 5. Bayes-discriminant result

As shown in FIG 5, 16 sets of data are
distributed around the four groups of centroids in
four states, and the group centroid represents the
standard score of the four state quantities under
computer simulation. In the figure, between the
abnormal state and the severe state, the point are in
a fuzzy state, and according to the point, the state is
closer to the abnormal state, so it is classified into
third categories.
The computer simulation calculation is based on
the covariance construction of the 16 sets of data
sets in Table 7 according to Section 2.3. The
Bayesian discriminant function thus establishes the
correlation
coefficient.
The
corresponding
coefficients of the four discriminant functions are
shown in Table 8.

140.6664  346.849;
The four discriminant formulas listed in
Equation 10, and the risk assessment values of the
four first-level indicators are used as variables. The
state value depends on the size of the function.
Therefore, the rigor of the function is tested. This
paper identifies the data of the nine transformers
tested, and the set is shown in Table 9:
Table 9. Index Weight Table for Testing Transformers
Group

1

2

3

4

17

0.21

0.15

0.21

0.15

18
19

0.15
0.35

0.11
0.10

0.20
0.08

0.15
0.20

20

0.10

0.11

0.21

0.05

21

0.18

0.21

0.05

0.17

22

0.38

0.49

0.32

0.21

23

0.35

0.42

0.39

0.25

24

0.51

0.21

0.43

0.48

25

0.52

0.28

0.47

0.52

Table 8. Coefficient of Classificational Function
category
1
35.100

2
82.066

3
123.007

4
154.731

57.039

144.270

270.663

308.657

48.992

126.986

208.772

255.639

Comparison of fuzzy evaluation results and
Bayesian discrimination results based on with after
training 16 transformer data. Then, we test the data
of 9 unidentified transformers. The results are
shown in Table 10.

22.335

58.065

126.969

140.666

Table 10. Comparison of Parallel Methods

(constant) -14.022

-80.841

-250.781 -346.849

1
2
3
4

According to the classification function
coefficient table of Table 7, the class function is
constructed. The four formulas correspond to the
normal, attention, abnormal, and severe states
respectively. The larger value of the four
calculation result will be determined to be the state.
The discriminant function is as shown in formula
(21).
The experimental calculation process also needs
to verify its scientificity. The 16 data are not
characterized by cross-border indicators. When the
data is completely out of the specified range, this
article will eliminate or correct them.
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1
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It can be seen from the conclusion data of Table
10, the results of the first 16 groups using the two
methods are one-to-one correspondence. The first
to fifth groups are all in a normal state, and the
sixth to the ninth groups are all in a state of
attention, The 11th to the 13th groups are all
abnormal, and the 10th group and the 14th to 16th
groups are all in a serious state. In the test group,
the results of the other eight groups are the same
except for the conclusions of the data of the 19th
group. the conclusions of the 25 groups are
basically the same, and the 19th group is the
abnormal state. The reason may be that the
discriminant point is at the Bayesian discriminant
boundary, and the discriminant error can be reduced
if the correction coefficient is corrected and more
historical data is absorbed.
In this example, the fault identification and
diagnosis and early warning of power transformers
are carried out. Based on the results of the twomethod test, a state discriminant model based on
Bayesian discriminant and fuzzy evaluation system
is established [15].
After detailed comparison and comparison of
the two collaborative methods in the system, the
paper manually revised the system and perfected
the system structure. According to the correction of
the 9 groups of data in the test process, this paper
systematically discriminates the undetected all
groups of data. This experiment tests all above
data,these data include training data and untested
data. 1~16 groups are training data, and 26~35
groups are untested data. Such cross-experiments
make the test results more convincing. The result
are as shown in Table 11.
The system is constructed by using initial 16
sets of data, and it’s parameter are modified by
using 9 test data. Finally, we used initial 16 sets of
data and another 10 sets of test data to determine
the health status of the transformer, and the results
met expectations. It can be seen from the results
that the accuracy of the judgment using this method
is very high, but at the same time, we also found
that the data of group 26 is not consistent with the
actual. This error is related to the second
modification of the parameters, but a large amount
of data Training can change this situation, and we
will further study this.
As shown in FIG 6,the experiment showed the
results of 26 sets of data in a two-dimensional plan.
Red, green, gray, and purple represent four different
working states, and yellow does not belong to any
one state. Such errors are essentially due to
insufficient data in the sample, which in turn The
boundaries cannot be clear, but we may be able to
solve this error by training with multiple data.

Table 11. Discrimination of test group

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
26
27
28
29

0.21
0.15
0.35
0.10
0.18
0.38
0.35
0.51
0.52
0.73
0.54
0.56
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0.94
0.22
0.13
0.26
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0.11
0.10
0.11
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Fig. 6. Second Bayes-discriminant result

6. CONCLUSIONS
As a classifier, Bayesian networks have
expanded with various structures and research
methods. Discriminant learning is an extended
learning method for Bayesian network classifiers.
Discriminant Bayesian network classifiers have
been studied in recent years.
China State Grid Corporation of China monitors
various devices online through many methods,
including the fuzzy evaluation system in this paper,
but this paper also adds the Bayesian discrimination
system. The simulation experiment based on the
combination of two discrimination methods is the
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fifth section in this article, which has verified the
correctness of this theory.
The correct rate determined by the experiment is
in line with expectations. The transmission and
distribution network can use the fuzzy evaluation
method and the Bayesian discrimination method to
jointly develop a health condition assessment
method for multiple power equipments. Based on
the fuzzy evaluation method, the Bayes
discriminant function is constructed by using the
state values of the four first-level indicators. In
summary,this research method has several
advantages:
(1) This paper compares the fuzzy evaluation
system and the Bayesian discriminant system:
The existing fuzzy evaluation and Bayesian
discriminant learning algorithms are elaborate, and
then the experimental results of the two
discriminants are compared.
(2) A faster and more accurate learning algorithm is
proposed:
The scope of application of this method can also be
applied to equipment health assessment in different
engineering fields. The innovation of computer also
gives it new vitality, reducing decision time and
getting higher work efficiency.
(3) Condition evaluation of electrical equipment
based on Bayesian discrimination:
The construction of the system not only relies
on artificial weights and expert opinions. This paper
combines Bayesian discrimination to reduce the
interference of artificial factors, and the result is
expressed by the combination of artificial weight
and machine discrimination.
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